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released from the rigors of understanding His Word in the light of 
growing human awareness, no one can set limits to development so 
long as it enriches the original revelation of God to us in Christ.

This is the message of Vatican II, and ought to stamp our re
action to honest attempts at re-appraisal like those found in Con
traception and Holiness. The publishers may have stretched the 
rules by ins isting on so f lashy a title, but (with the except ion 
of one es S3 ay) that i s the las t and only play to the crowd in the 
entiire; book. (And if this book be read in connection with M . No
vak ' S3 co 1 lection, Experience of Marriage, and Wi 1 liam Birmingham' s 
What Modern Catholics Think About Birth Control, one wouId come ike) 
s;ee that this is indeed the issue: hoiiness in marriage. Contra
ception must be examined and judged in this context.) The book 
pi ays fair, 53 crupulous ly fair. It gives the intimate questions of 
marriage a thorough examination from the professional viewpoints 
of biology, sociology, philosophy and theology, building on the 
valuable discus ss ions from experience which have tended to absorb 
articulate Catholie discussion for the past couple of years. It 
is simply unfair, then, to pass it off as a case of "special plead
ing* " albeit honest and sincere. If the authors be united by a 
conviction that the Church' s stand be modified, this is quite ac
cidental to their deeper common cause that marriage be more ade
quately understood. They do not address themselves narrowly to 
the "arguments" to pick away at them, but try to create the context 
within which any argument might be given a fair hearing and find an 
honest judgement»

And indeed this is the reason why the discussion surrounding 
birth contro1 cannot be suppressed by trotting out arguments. The 
argument es are admittedly cogent, their relevance is in question.
Nor can it be settled by appealing to authority. The authoritative 
status is open for di scu ss ion, the areas of development crying to 
be proved. Nor finally does invoking "the natural law" command 
as sent, bee aus e thi s above all is an area subj e ct to examination and 
elaboration by critical, reflective human inquiry. What we can 
point to as its established content was not won without an intellec- 
tual struggle. If slavery was finally deemed inimical to human per
sonality, if that proposition no longer merits discussion, the ques
tion of personality development through marriage has barely been 
touched. In fact all the indicators point to the fact that we are 
in the midst of the struggle to discover and reconcile the diverse 
demands of human nature here. So it is precisely the desire to un
derstand the objective laws governing marriage which has shifted the 
"natural law" discussion from the "integrity of the act" to the "in
tegrity of the marital relationship" - as Elizabeth Daugherty so 
nicely puts it (128). Or as Julian Pleasants expresses it: "What
is crucial is the integrity of the organism, not the integrity of 
individual actions" (98) . What life depends on is not the integrity 
of an action but its integration into the whole organism. Since we 
have had so much argument from physiology, the testimony of these 
two experts is precious.



But contraception would hardly be an issue were it restricted 
to determining the objective demands of marriage on reasonable men 
and women - the "natural law" of it all. The entire subject would 
not pose the threat it now does for Catholics were not the Church so 
deeply implicated. Hence Gregory Baum's "Can the Church Change Her 
Position?" and Stanley Kutz's "Conscience and Contraception" might 
well form the timely focus of this book. As the first and final es
says, they frame the entire discussion and show the scope this issue 
takes in: our conception of Church authority and teaching is at 
stake, as well as the role of personal conscience in the face of 
law. These are explosive, fearsome questions, and Baum meets the 
challenge with a deftness and calm that spells fruitful dialogue.

Rules for Christian marriage do not stand - or fall - as iso
lated absolutes, but mean "to draw the line of the Gospel across 
man's sexual existence in marriage" (327) . For "the Gospel of Jesus 
is the dividing line passing through all the areas of human life, 
distinguishing our action, showing us the dimensions of heaven and 
hell" (326) . Hence to ask whether the rules can be modified is to 
"ask ourselves if Catholic teaching has really announced the full 
demands of the Gospel in regard to sexuality" (327) . So if a change 
were to be forthcoming in official posture, it would have to be 
based in a deep understanding of the marital situation vis-a-vis 
the demands of the Gospel* But this would not be an about-face but 
a development. Nor is this a mere matter of words, but a matter of 
discovering the enduring heart of the Church's teaching. Baum dis
cusses the celebrated question of religious liberty as a recent ex
ample of ordinary, non-infallible teaching, which has undergone, 
superficially, a complete change in a century from Pius IX to John
XXIII. But more sensitive historical appraisal can see in John's
approval an affirmation of venerable Catholic teaching and in Pius '
condemnation a reaction to militantly secular formulations of the
principle. Yet how much "internal religious assent" to Pius' teach
ing was expected from nineteenth and early twentieth-century Catho
lics?

Now Baum argues that "a similar evolution of doctrine has al
ready taken place in the Church's attitude towards sexuality in mar
ried life"(333). His article simply proposes to place this develop
ment in perspective, harnessing the force of our recent and hard-won 
recognitions that (a) "procreation in the human family is not some
thing biological, but human" (335) , and (b) "in a well-ordered mar
riage sexuality in itself is a positive value" (338). These affir
mations themselves signal a development already experienced in
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H deeper understanding. (it goes without saying that this article 
represents Fr. Baum's studied opinion and does not mean to speak for 
the Church. Yet in this reviewer's mind it is the most balanced 
statement yet made on the issue and has the intrinsic merit of com
ing from a recognized student of the workings of the Church. Most 
moral theologians to date have betrayed considerably naive and unre-



fleetive approaches to tlx is uncharted area, as exemplified in Kelly 
and Ford*s quixotic "non-infallible but irrevocable teaching,")

Next comes the thorny issue of conscience and law. it is the 
question pervading Catholic renewal, a cultural as well as reli-
gious question: how to discover that truly human area where the in- 
dividual meshes with society and neither claims to be a world in 
himself nor wants to be swept into a collective world. A person can
fairly be defined by conscience: the power and responsibility to de-
cide for himself. Yet "conscience will realize that it needs the 
guidance of authoritative teaching" precisely to grow in understand- 
ing, while "authority will discover that it can only be true to it- 
self as Christian authority by a scrupulous respect for the exist
ence and freedom of conscience" (40) . Conscience and authority need 
one another to be true to their calling - as do the individual
and society - and it is simply childish to play them off against
each other. This much said, we may agree with Fr. Kutz that "the 
decisive choice which confronts the Christian, in marriage or else
where , is the choice between accepting and returning love on the one 
hand, and loveless egoism on the other" (58)*

Now some might claim that this is no norm at all, that it leads 
to a dangerous "subjective morality." There is no doubt that it 
needs to be spelled out; there are grave doubts that it has already
been spelled out. If "the natural law" has indeed been spoken, one 
could hardly question it, but "if we call ‘natural law1 the profound 
inclination of historical man toward his fulfillment, then surely 
(we can agree with Fr. Baum that) the Christian following his living 
conscience will discover it. There are some difficult situations 
where the decisions of such a conscience formed through living con- 
tact with Christ may be questionable, but on the whole we would have 
to assert that a living Christian conscience in touch with Christ1 s 
teaching will be led into a holiness which is objective" (330) . For 
the fact is that there simply is no other, no more obiective norm.
No amount of legislation can perfectly circumscribe the personal 
act. haws are meant to shape our lives more closely to lasting val
ues, to bring us to the point where we can make a responsible deci- 
sion. This is St. Thomas 1 teaching on prudence or personal deci- 
sion - one respecting the twin demands of norm and of conscience, 
to lead to full Christian maturity.

Many facets remain to be explored, but nearly every essay in 
this book does explore in a serious and competent fashion some re
levant feature of the question. This combination of talent and 
earnestness deserves our respect if not our thoughtful considera
tion of their work.

— David Burrell, C.S.C. 
* * * * * * *

YOUR CHARITY please pray for the following: Deceased —  father
of Robert Dunn of Bad in; father of Raymond Mylott of Breen~Ph.il - 
lips; father of John Hegarty of Dillon; father of John Sieger, '64.


